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ABSTRACT
Evidence from studies of memory for meaningful

materials such as sentences and prose passages is reviewed in this
paper with emphasis on its implications for the nature of the memory
representation. It is argued that models of memory which involve the
retrieval of stored copies of originally presented material cannot
account for two crucial phenomena: (1) the retention of meaning in
spite of losses in memory for specific wording, and (2) the "recall"
of information which could only have been obtained by inference.
Views of memory which include varying degrees of constructive,
interpretive, and reconstructive processes are considered as
alternatives to the copy model. These alternatives include theories
based on psycholinguistic constructs and visual imagery, as well as
positions involving the abstraction and reconstruction of information
by means of more general integrative representations. (Author)
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Stateme.nt of Focus

Individually Guided Education (ICE) is a aew comprehensive system of
elementary education. The following components of the ICE system are in
varying stages of development and implementation: a new organization for
instruction and related administrative arrangements; a model of instructional
programing for the individual student; and curriculum components in [rereading,
reading, mathematics, motivation, and environmental education. The develop-
ment of other curriculum components, of a system for managing instruction by
computer, and of instructional strategies is needed to complete he system.
3ontinuing programmatic research is required to provide a sound knowledge
%se for the components under development and for improved sec )nd generation
mponents. Finally, systematic implementation is essential so that the prod-
' 2 t ill function properly in the ICE schools.

Ti e Center plans and carries out the research, development, and imple-
m.. 'non components of its ICE program in this sequence: (I) identify the
ne . and delimit the component problem area; (2) assess the possible con-
str . sfinancial resources and availability of staff; (3) formulate general
pla . Ind specific procedures for solving the problems; (4) secure and allo-
cate 1..rnan and material resources to carry out the plans; (5) provide for
effe.lti t, communication among personnel and efficient management of activi-
ties ant resources; and (6) evaluate the effectiveness of each activity and
its conn button to the total program and correct any difficulties through feed-
back mec %anisms and appropriate management techniques.

A sell -renewing system of elementary education is projected in each
participant -1 elementary school, i.e., one which is less dependent on external
sources for Arection and is more responsive to the needs of the children attend-
ing each part. lular school. In the IGE schools, Center-developed and other
curriculum pro :acts compatible with the Center's instructional programing model
will lead to big er student achievement and self-direction in learning and in
conduct and est to higher morale and job satisfaction among educational per-
sonnel. Each developmental product makes its unique contribution to ICE as
t is implemented in the schools. The various research components add to the
nowledge of Center practitioners, developers, and theorists .
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Abstract

hi MIS paper. evidence from studios of memory for meaningful materials
uen as sentences and prose passages is reviewed with emphasis on its impli-

Citions for the nature of the memory representation. :t is argued that models
:)f memory which involve the retrieval of stored copies of originally presented
material vannot account for two crucial phenomena: (1) the retention of moaning
in spite of losses in memory for specific wording, and (2) the "recall" of informa-
tion which could only nave been obtained by inference. Views of memory
which include varying degrees of constructive, interpretative, and recon-
structive processes are considered as alternatives to the copy model. These
alternatives include theories based on psycholinguisttc constructs and vis-
ual imagery, as well as positions involving the abstraction and reconstruction
of information bv means of more general integrative representations.
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I
Memory: Construction or Copy?

1.1'w th traces of experience left
Aristotl's vax tne view of men. as
a process of producing and retrieving copies
of exprien..:e :las faded only slightly with

je. James l'.1111 wrote in 1429, "Our ideas
spring up, or exist, in the order in which the
iensitions emstei, of which they are copies

p. J." 1...bbinjhaus and later
10X Otp..1"),Inental psychologists took

tne san:e position. Tne temporal
.1i,a..iat janization of the input was con-

to Le mirrored by unmodifiable memory
trace. 111h were subject only to strengthening

to .tecay with time, or to
t:31. ILSCr traces. In recall, a

s...ntanle Is reactivate.* the stored
1:xprion pagsively and literal!y
: phy..i interpretation did

:::,t. Tra:CS ren.ained
an: onz..nan compory!nts of the

;IV ri1.:01'
It is :)ftn the case tr. it the exportmental

::.etnJ it; WILLC.:1 theoretical view-
F.. .t ire not ideally suited L': raising evidence
1111::::t. jeneral ..nderlyin; issumptions.
'.*..ien lists of unrelate a stmuli ouch as non-
sense syllauies were us...1, the opportunity
for tne study of alien processes like. Inter-
prtation or ;.hanjt. in recall was limged.
Both tne input provide i and the output requested
.ver in tne form of discrete pieces, just as
tne internal representation was presumed to
be. Bartlett (132.) argued against tnis appruach
and claimed tnat tne subject's responses to
nonsense stimuli, rather than being basic,

idiosyncratic and old than responses
COS:re3:1 Ian juage. "It is impossiele to

ri I stimuli of rf:aninj so lonj as tne; remain
capable of rousinj any numan response. . . .
This creates an atmosphere of artific:ality for
ill m-mory experir.lents, mtkin; tnerr. rather a

. .;*o. :.il...:. o., rf
ropetitio:1 n cats. r. tne explanatila
of tne re;.:ll responses depend

mainly upon variations of stimuli and of their
order, frequency, and mode of presentation,
is to ignore dangerously those equally impor-
tant conditions which belong to the subjective
attitude and to predetermined reaction ten-
dencies [Bartlett, 1932, p. 41."

In order to study naturally occurring
memory phonxi:aaa Bartlett asked his sub-
jects to recall prose passages rather than lists
of nonsense syllables. With connected mean-
ingful material the phenomenon of change in
recall emerged. Ratiier than reduplicating a
story verbatim or with assorted words omitted,
subjects edited, modified, paraphrased, and
reorganized the material in recall. For example,
stories about people oi unfamiliar cultures
were often distorted in recall so that events
in the story became more consistent with con-
ventional, probable events in the culture of
the subject. Bartlett concluded that a theory
involving "fixed and lifeiess traces" was
inappropriate, since recall was not veridical
or fully determined by presented stimuli, but
it involved change due to interpretation (not
necessarily intentional) by the subject.

To handle these memory phenomena,
Bartlett proposed that memory involved not the
deposition of discrete traces but the formation
of "active organized settings" or "schemata"
into whicn incoming information was incorpora-
ted. The schemata did not provide stable
eai gec.nholes into which information was filed
p!cre by piece, but a changing integrated con-
text into which new conceptually related ex-
p..rience was assimilated. Remembering was
not accomplished by retrieving a stored item,
or even o stored synthesis, but by inferring
from the c irrent state of schema what ingredi-
ents ha i gone into it. According to Bartlett,
"Remembering . . . is an imaginative recon-
struction, or construction, built out of the re-
: iti if* towards a whole active
mass of organized past reactions or experience
[1932. p. 2131." Pall (1967) asserts that the

1



crucial pteet tras position is tnat remem-
bering involves more than the re-excitation
of the record, whatever form the record may
take. The process is botn constructive and
re:o .structive. As material is presented, it
it pOrCelved and interpreted in relation to past
experience and assimilated into a schema.
Inferential reconstruction occurs at recall.
It is a radical position: what is presented (er
even perceived) is not what is stored, and what
is stored only provides clu s about what is
to be recalled.

Neisser (1967) takes a sicilar construe-
twist position. He argues that naive realism.
the lotion that the products of pe-ception are
copies of external stimuli, has been shown to
be inaJequate for explaining the per :eptien of
speech and visual materials. For ex:.rnple,
visual perception involves the ceatinuc.us
ante jration of many retinal neaapshots"
construct a visual image. In speech percep-
tion there is no one-to-one correspondence
between the physicel stimulus and the phoneme
which it indicates to the listener; different
sounds are responded to as equivalents, and
similar sounds are reacted to differently
depending on the context in whicn they are
interpreted. :leaser proposes that information
stored in memory has the same type of relation-
ship to recall as external stimuli have to per-
ception: naive -y. the first allows construction
of the second. "Out of a few stored bone chips,
we remember a dinosaur [:!kisser, 1467,
p. 2B51." The "bone chips" themselves are
the remains of previous constructive activity.
These remains evidently include some frag-
ments of content information, as well as
information about how construction takes place.
Copies of completed constructions such as
images or sentences are not stored whole, but
tire lieewise reconstructed.

Memory phenomer a ire Averse. On the
one nand, there is vereii. al recall of uncon-
nected pieces of information wnere recon-
struction by inference seems unlikely and
where what is recalled seems identical in form
to what was presented. On the other hand,
in memory for connected discourse what is
recallea--the "gist." meaning, or paraphrased
version of the passage - -is markedly different
in form (and possibly in content) from the
'on mat input. A strict form of copy theory
cannot nandle such cnanges in recall, while
a reconstructive theory, where no specific
traces are postulate.1. is hard pressed to
account for accurate memory for particular
facts.

Compromise views have been proposed
to nan Ile retention of both specifics and au-
stracte information. Paul's (1967) formulation
involves own traces and scnemata. In recall.
2

traces are organi-ed, and the resulting con-
struetion is checked against the schema, .Ke
conceptually organized setting which rer!octs
previous experience and knowledge ;.ne
world. %Wino (1972) suggests a otutinction
between memory for personally perienced
einsexies (e.g.. a flash of 1..4.i, a word pre-
sented at a particular time, a meeting with a
friend) and memory for conceptual semantic
information (e.g.. propositions like "Gasoline
is made from crude oil").

Eresodic memory involves retention of
specific spatio-temporal information about a
signal cr event itself, while semantic memory
contains information about the referent of a
signal regardles of as time of occurrence or
fem. Both perception and thought contribute
to semantic memory, which involves inference
and reconstruction, while episodic recall is
not dependent on reconstruction from related
information. Products of semantic memory can
be rehearsed in episodic memory (e. g. , a
specific sentence expressing reconstructed
information could be repeated as an event
taking place at a particular time). Ausubel
(1963) incite les both traces and reconstructive
inferential processes in his view of memory
for prose. When the learner comprehends
poorly and cannot relate new material to pre-
vioLs knowledge, the input is stored in a rote
fashion, where its traces remain distinct and
separai" from those of other information. When
the new .naterial can be related to prior knowl-
edge, it ii subsumed under known concepts
and can be retrieved by reconstructive inference.
In this view, given that the material is poten-
tially meaningful, it is the subject's cognitive
structure, not the nature of the material, which
determines whether storage takes the form of
isolated traces or integrated informatio.i.

Mentor), for Meaning Versus
Retention of Wording

It is not obvious which one of these spec-
ulative views is most adequate; but it is clear
that some alternative to the copy approach is
needed to explain memory for connected mean-
ingful material, where information is somehow
retained in spite of losses in memory for
wording. Except for actors and experimcntal
subjects, it is usually the first, rather than
the second, which is required. Welborn and
English (1937), in a review of 83 experiments.
provide evidence for the common seise obser-
vation that memory for substance and verbatim
memory behave differently. In two representa-
tive studies cited in tniS review, Enalisn,
Welborn, and Killian (1934) compared substance
and verbatim memory for long (151.O-word) prose



passages by means of true and false recogni-
tion tests given immediately and at intervals
from four to fourteen weeks after acquisition.
Memory for verbatim items showed loss over
time, but memory for paraphrase summary
items did not decline: in fact, improvement
was noted in some cases. A replication
study likewise yielded a significant difference
between verbatim and summary items con-
cerning the proportion of subjects who showed
improvement over time. One could argue that
this difference is due to the fact that repeated
testing benefited :nemory for gist more than
verbatim retention, but the authors report
other data that suggest that repetition affects
verbatim memory more than memory for gist.
An experiment by Howe (1970) provides some
support for this proposition, in that repeated
presentation and testing had little effect in
eliminating original errors in both verbatim
and substance memory for a short (160-word)
Passage which was easily comprehended. The
use of independent groups tested at different
intervals would, of course, be desirable in
such a study in order to separate re-testing
and forgetting effects.

Memory for gist is also more resistant
to interference from interpolated material than
is verbatim memory. Sachs (1967) instructed
subjects to listen for changes in the meaning
(subject-object reversals: negation) and form
(active-passive changes and alterations of
phrase order that did not affect meaning) of
sentences in prose passages. When a recog-
nition sentence was presented immediately
after a test senter,ce, subjects were able to
detect changes in both meaning and form,
but when other sentences in the passage
separated the presentation and testing of the
target sentence, recognition for syntactic
chanves dropped markedly while sensitivity
to changes in meaning remained high. Mem-
ory for the meaning of a sentence is thus not
dependtnt on memory for its form--a phenom-
enon that is inconsistent with any theory
which proposes that copies of input provide
the basis of memory.

Under :the usual conditions of sentence
comprehension, where the listener is not
instructed to attend to formai aspects of a
sentence. memory for form can be even poorer
than in the Sachs (196 ?) study. Wanner (in
Filleneaum, 1971) found that after interpolated
material, incid...ntal memory for the meaning of
a sentence embedded in tne instructions ap-
proached !UOX,, while recognition of stylistic
changes did not exceed chance. Begg (1971),
followin; (1967) proceiurc., ,jer.j
continuous recoinvion paradigm wan long
lists of unrelated sentences (presented either
visually or auditoraily). The lists included

repetitions of sentences originally presented
in the list, as well as sentences changed in
meaning or form from the original. The prop-
osition that memory for meaning can be inde-
pendent of memory for wording was supported.

Welborn and English, in their 1937 review,
state, "It now seems evident that any theory
of learning is unlikely to prove acceptable
unless it is based on investigations with
meaningful material [p. 1]." It is with con-
nected meaningful material that problems
arise for copy theories of memory. These
authors cite evidence which suggest that
repetition and serial position--potent factors
in rote memory--are not nearly as effective
concerning memory for gist. That memory for
portions of prose is largely independent of
order of occurrence indicates that laws based
on rote learning of isolated units cannot be
readily generalized to meaningful material.
For example, Olson (1971) cites a study by
Anisfeld concerning memory for adjective-
noun phrases. In a continuous recognition
task, subjects were presented phrases which
were identical to an original (e.g. , back door),
phrases with different adjectives which pre-
served the meaning of the original (e.g., rear
door), phrases which reversed the meaning
(e.g.. front door), and neutral control phrases
(e.g.. screen door), and judged whether they
were old or new. In similar tasks using single
words as stimuli, false recognition responses
to both synonyms and antonyms were signifi-
cantly more frequent than to neutral words.
When adjective-noun phrases were used,
however, false recognition responses were
made to antonymous phrases no more often
than to neutral phrases. and responses to
synonymous phrases were significantly more
frequent than responses to no itral phrases.
Subjects confronted with two-word adjective
phrases were likely to make errors which pre-
served the meaning of presented material,
while those who dealt with single words also
made errors which reversed the meaning of the
words. The change in unit of analysis from
one word to two words resulted in the strik-
ingly different phenomena of rote and gist
memory.

The Abstraction of a Thome from Prose

The preservation of meaning in recal:
appears to involve the prt.cess of abstraction
of a central theme and sel..ctive omission of
the information least relevant to that theme.
Gomulicki (1956) found that as the length of
prose passages increased from 13 to 95 wares
the size of omitted portions in recall increased
from single adjectives to descriptive phrases,

3
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Psycholinguistic Wows of Memory
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structs of deep and surface! structure (Sachs.
l'ic,l; Blumenthal. 19a). surface structure
refers to the words aad phrases of a sentence
as perceived by the listener. Deep structure
rc..ters to a representation of the gramaucal
relationships in a sentence, which are not
Jitectly indicats.td by its surface form. In this
view, the deep structure of the Sentence,
rather than the surface structure, is preserved
in memory as a basis for semantic interpretation.
Clark (1969; Mut and Card, 1969) argues that
the semantic features rather than the syntactic
distinctions of a sentence are stored. although
the Jeep structure of a sentence must be deter-
mined for original comprehension to occur.
Both of these formulations treat sentences as
separate linguistic objects whose meaning is
determined independently of the meanings of
otner sentences and whose representations
remain isolated from one another in memory.
With connecte.. discourse, however, memory
for information or gist can be independent of
retention of both the deep and surface struc-
tures of particular sentences.

Promoos of Informal and
Integration in /Amory

Barclay (1973) argues that memory theories
which use the individual sentence as the unit
of analysis fail to account for memory in sit-
uations involving normal comprehension where
sentence boundaries are not honored such as
the description of a room or an event, where
information is synthesized and integrated.
Furthermore, comprehension of a sentence 1ay
yield information not directly expressed, as in
the sentence, "The man stood beneath the plat-
form on which the painter sat." Here the pro-
position that the man stood beneath the painter
is a product of comprehension, yet a linguistic
analysis of the sentence itself does not reveal
this information. According to Branford, Bar-
clay, and Franks (1972) sentence memory is a
process which involves reconstruction from an
abstract holistic representation. The abstract
representation of a sentence is constructed by
synthesis of information from the surrounding
context and by inferences based on general
knowledge of the world. Sentence retention is
not due primarily to memory for the deep struc-
ture and semantic interpretation of an individual
sentence, as in the psycholinguistic view, nor
is it due to retrieval of the surface structure of
the sentence, as in the copy theory of memory.
To put it somewhat paradoxically, in the con-
structive view one goes beyond the information
liven In 4 sntence in order to comprehoni and
retain it.
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Construction may have taken place during such
tests rather than as a normal part of compre-
hension.

Intageotion of InformiAon In Mantory

The process of integration, as well as
inference, can be involved in memory. Brans-
ford and Pranks (1971) examined the proposition
that individuals spontaneously integrate and
synthesize information presented in sentences
into "ideas" rather than remembering each
individual sentence. Bransford and Franks
auditorily presented sentences composed of
one, two. or three propositions such as the
following: (1) "The rock crushed the tiny hut,"
(2) "The but was at the edge of the woods."
(3) "The rock rolled down the mountain.* The
propositions could be combined to form one
complex "idea sentence" which was never
actually presented: "The rock which rolled
down the mountain crushed the tiny but at the
edge of the woods." Several sets of related
sentences were used, and no two members of
a set were consecutive. Before acquisition,
subjects had been told that they would be
asked to answer questions about sentences
which were to be presented. When asked at
the time of the test to recognize the actual
sentences which had been presented, subjects
often mistakenly labelled as "old" sentences
which were novel but compatible with the
"idea sentence." In fact, the greater the pro-
portion of the main idea that was presented in
a recognition sentence, the more confident
were subjects that they had actually heard the
novel sentence, even though the recognition
sentences may have been longer than any they

.heard during acquisition. 1 When
can be meaningfully integrated, the distinc-
tions between them do not seem to be well
preserved in memory. The authors conclude
that holistic semantic descriptions of situations
are the basis for reconstruction of individual
sentences and groups of related ones.

Katz (1973) argues that the instructions
used by Bransford and Franks (1971) were inap-
propriate for their studies of the process in
which the minim of separate sentences are
combined in memory representations. Instruc-
tions whicn remanded recognition of the actual
sentences_ oresented--not of their individual
meanangs--were used in these experiments.
Thus memory for the surface structures of
particular sentences was tested when the tar-
get phenomenon involved the fate of the meanings
of the individual related sentences in memory.
Katz (1973) used the Bransford and Franks (1971)
paradigm with two sets of instructions: one
set identical to those used by the original
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investigators, and one set which demanded
that subjects judge whether sentences pre-
sented at recognition bug eitaptle the same
thing as those presented at acquisition. The
original finding, that recognition confidence
for individual sentences increased linearly
with the proportion of the main idea sentence
which they included, was replicated with the
instructions which required recognition of
actually presented sentences. With the
"same meaning" instructions, however, recog-
nition confidence was unrelated to the pro-
portion of the idea sentence included in the
test sentence. This finding indicates that
the linear relationship is not due to semantic
processes, and it contradicts the hypothesis
that "Recognition of pew inputs depends on
the number of ideas common to the new inputs
and the holistic representation (Katz, 1973,
P. 791." In support of the proposition that this
linear effect is not semantically based, Katz
reports that in another study using very ab-
stract materials which subjects found "nearly
incomprehensible," (e.g. "The original event
created an unusual state in the structure of
the system"), the effect was also obtained.
Furthermore , Reitman and Bower (1973) found
similar results with sequences of letters and
numbers--clearly non-semantic materials.
Apparently without knowledge of Katz's (1973)
finding that the linear effect was unrelated to
semantic processes and was probably an arti-
fact of procedure, these investigators proposed
two theories based on the relative frequency
of presentation of individual elements in order
to account for the phenomenon. One theory
assumed veridical storage, while the other
assumed that sott,e kind of prototype was stored.
The authors related their findings to those of
Bransford and Franks (1971), but the effect
they sought to explain appears unrelated to
memory for information from related sentences.

Maude dodo of the Memory
ilopmeantotim In the
dronsford end honks Integration
limn Om

In the Katz (1973) study, subjects were
able to determine whether the meaning of a

IA
similar effect occurs with thematic

material presented pictorially. Using filmed
sequences of people interacting, Knutson (in
Cofer, 1973) found high recognition confi-
dence ratings for sequences which had not
been presented originally but which were a
summation of shorter sequences presented at
acquisition.



particular input matched any part of the repre-
sentation of the complete idea. Katz points
out that if the Bransford and Franks hypothesis
concerning the linear effect were true, recog-
nition of the meaning of any individual compo-
nent of an idea would be virtually impossible- -
a state of affairs which is contradicted by
common sense and the performance of subjects
in the "same meaning" condition of Katz's
(1973) experiment. This finding should not be
interpreted as indicating that all portions of
presented material are retained equally well,
since we have seen that selective omission
consistent with preservation of the theme of a
passage increases with memory load (Gomulicki,
1956). Rather, when the memory load aoes not
demand ietetions, and when the task involves
the construction of an "idea" by the addition
or combination of propositions which are pre-
sented, the liklihood of recognizing a propo-
sition does not depend on the extent to which
it exhausts the total meaning of all presented
propositions. Combinations of propositions
are not preserved in the order in which they
are given. Subjects in both conditions in the
Katz (1973) study were unable to discriminate
old combinations of related propositions from
new combinations , and were in fact confident
that they were recognizing a sentence which
contained all related propositions, even though
no sentence of that length had ever been pre-
sented. These findings support the hypothesis
that related propositions are assembled into a
construction which (1) permits access to the
informational content of individual components

(based on Katz's 119731 findings that in the
"same meaning" condition, recognition confi-
dence is not based on the number of elements
common to the test item and the "total idea"
expressed by the sum of all related propositions)
and (2) does not simply mirror the presented
organization of the propositions (based on the
result cited above regarding the false recog-
nition of novel combinations of propositions).

The Bransford and Franks (1971) paradigm.
however, may not bring to light some pro-
cesses involved in memory for the gist of a
passage. In this procedure the "idea" to be
constructed was the information contained in
a complex sentence which resulted from the
=ma= of separately presented nonconsecu-
tive portions of the sentence. The "idea" was
thus not the same as a central theme abstracted
from a longer passage. When pieces of infor-
mation are not merely additive but can be orga-
nized in a hierarchy by the learner, the con-
struction of a general theme could allow infer-
ential recognition (but perhaps not recall) of
specific propositions that were presented but
not actually retained. This process is pre-
cluded in the present situation, since one
piece of presented information does not pro-
vide grounds to infer another. The theme may
play a role analogous to that of Ausubel's
(1963) construct of cognitive struciture, where
specific information is first catalogued with
respect to more general knowledge, and later
undergoes "obliterative subsumption" and loses
its ideally as it is incorporated into a more
inclusive conceptual bin or category.



II
Visual Imigary Amory

sarnat is stored iri memory, according to
Bransford, Barclay, and Franks (1972) is an
integrated, semantic description constructed
from the interaction of linguistic input and
previous knowledge. Others (Pompi and Lachman,
1967) have suggested that the memory for
theme or sentence meaning could be repre-
sented as a visual image. Yuille and Paivio
(1969) used. similar materials consisting of
paragraphs of either scrambled words (nonthe-
matic condition) or normal sentences (thematic
condition). They found (as did Pompi and
Lachman, 1967) that more words were recalled
from thematic than nonthematic paragraphs,
but this effect was obtained only when the
Passages were concrete (i.e. , rated by other
$ as relatively easy to image). The authors

concluded that imagery may be important to
the storage of a theme. It is notable that
themes were constructed for syntactic para-
graphs under these conditions with concrete
materials, but it is unlikely that word order is
of no importance in theme construction and
memory for longer abstract passages which can
be comprehended.

In further support of the imagery hypothesis,
Begg and Paivio (1969) found that changes in
meaning (subject-object reversals) were recog-
nised more often than changes in wording
(synonym substitution) for concrete sentences,
but that the reverse held for abstract sentences.
This finding is congruent with the results of a
study by Begg (1971), some of which were
cited earlier as evidence that memory for
meaning need not depend on memory for wording.
In this study, memory for meaning and memory
for wording were found to be independent for
concrete, but not for abstract sentences. The
authors interpreted thbir results as support for
the proposition that concrete sentences are
stand mainly as unitized images which pre-
serve meaning but not wording, while abstract
sentences are stored as strings of words. The
findings concerning abstract sentences--that

memory for wording is superior to memory for
meaning -- should not be considered as indi-
cating the usual state of affairs with connected
material, since unrelated sentences were used.
Under these conditions, where sentences are
treated as isolated linguistic objects, verba-
tim memory, rather than construction of a
meaningful theme from related sentences, is
encouraged (see Barclay, 1973). An interpre-
tation consistent with the imagery hypothesis
is that a separate image can be produced from
each sentence; hence relatively "word free"
meaning retention is possible even with unre-
lated concrete sentences.

Problems la *mutiny Mode of
Storage from Comproheraft Factors

Differences in ease of comprehension,
rather than mode of storage, are likely to
account for the different effects found by Begg
and Paivio (1969) with abstract and concrete
sentences. Their measure of comprehension,
which did not differ for the two sentence types,
was the overall frequency of detection of change
(synonym substitution plus subject-object
reversals). jOhnson, Bransford, Nyberg, and
Cleary (1972) argued that ability to detect
change does not necessarily indicate compre-
hension of the sentence. These investigators
found that when subjects were asked to rate
Begg and Palvio's original materials for com-
preheesiatity, abstract sentences proved
significantly more difficult than concrete ones.
It would be more difficult for subjects to detect
changes in meaning in abstract sentences than
in On.ticeete sentences since the abstract sen-
tences were not understood as well originally.
Furthermore, subjects' ratings indicated that
subject-object reversals changed the meteling
less for abstract than far concrete sentences,
indicating that detection of such revery als is
not an equally sensitive measure of memory for
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meaning with both types of sentences. These
results do not rule out the imagery hypothesis,
but they .do indicate that differences in corn.-
Prehension for abstract and concrete materials
must be eliminated before inferences about
modes of storage can be made.

A study by Jorgensen and Kintsch (1973)
provides further illustration of the problem.
Subjects were asked to respond "true" or
"false" as rapidly as possible to sentences
with concrete nouns as both subject and ob-
ject. The sentences had been constructed so
that some of them were harder to imagine
(e.g., "Truck has oil" and "Carrot has stom-
ach") than others (e.g., "Book has cover"
and "Rock has hair"). Sentences which had
been previously rated by other subjects as
highly image-evoking were verified (compre-
hended and judged true or false) faster than
those rated as difficult to image. Imagery in-
structions had no effect, which can be inter-
preted as tndicating that uninstructed subjects
were already using imaginal coding. However,
the question remains as to whether high im-
agery value liads to faster comprehension or
vice-versa. The authors point out that imagery
value may be a function of the complexity of
the memory representation of a word. so that
determining the meaning of an abstract word
demands dealing with a more extensive s

work of concepts and relations. Only p6ncrete
nouns were used, however, so that t basis
of sentence imagery value was the indicated
relationship between the nouns. Again deter-
mining whether a particular relationship is
true or false may be a function of either its
imagery value or souse other semantic variable.
A comparison of the times required to mentally
image versus comprehend (one to two seconds)
the particular types of sentences used in this
study could be helpful in determining the dir-
ection of causation (see Paivio, 1971, for a
discussion of reaction-time data which indi-
cates the role that imagery may play in compre-
hension).

Other investigators (Season, 1971; Season
and Fraisse, 1972) have pursued a different
line of evidence relevant to imagery processes
in sentence memory. Season and ?miss*,
using both immediate and two-day delay tests,
found that interpolated concrete sentences and
pictures interfered equally with recall for unre-
lated concrete sentences. Recall was facili-
tated equally by interpolated duplicates of
original sentences and by pictures which de-
picted the events described in them. In con-
trast, neither interpolated concrete sentences
nor pictures interfered with recall for abstract
sentences, while interpolated abstract s an-
tences aid. The authors interpret their find-
ings as support for the proposition of imaginal
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storage for concrete sentences and pictures,
and verbal storage for abstract sentences. If
pictures and concrete sentences were stored
verbally, they point out, both would be ex-
pected to interfere with abstract sentences,
which is not the case. A different interpreta-
tion is that this lack of interference is due to
differences in informational content--rather
than mode of storage -- between pictures and
concrete sentences on one hand and abstract
sentences on the other. For example, informa-
tion about justice might be expected to inter-
fere more with statements about economy than
with assertions about a horse. a hill, or a car.
Without inspection of the experimental materi-
als, one cannot evaluate the plausibility of
this explanation with regard to the present
results.

Limitations on the tole of Imagery in
Integration and Caprohondon of Sentences

In contrast to the above studies where dif-
ferences between memory for concrete materials
and memory for abstract materials are empha-
sized, Franks and Bransford (1972) found that
abstract sentences behaved like the concrete
ones used originally in the Bransford and
Franks (1971) paradigm, where the information
from separate sentences is combined into a
holistic representation. In neither case was
a string of words retained (as proposed by
Begg and Paivio, 1969). Although integration
of information from abstract materials can be
accomplished without the aid of imagery, the
possibility remains that imagery could operate
to combine and abstract information from con-
crete sentences. Bransford, Barclay, and Franks
(1972) stress that the inference effect demands
the use of previous knowledge (of spatial rela-
tions, in this case), not simply picturing infor-
mation presented in a unit of linguistic input.
Processes for "reading" or interpreting a stored
image must be propoied as well. The impor-
tance of these processes is highlighted when
a compound image is presumed to account for
the memory representation of several sentences
(YUJI le and Paivio, 1967), in contrast to the
assumption that a discrete image is formed
from each sentence.

Clark and Chase (1972), in a study of sub-
jects' comparisons of sentences and pictures,
argue on logical grounds that a pure imagery
hypothesis cannot account for comprehension
or memory of negative sentences.. The sentence
"A isn't above 8," for example, has no unique-
ly specified image counterpart. To save the
imagery hypothesis regarding concrete negative
sentences, one would have to propose that
some sort of negation tag is affixed to the image.



The authors al t that .inother tag would be
nee.ied to specuy a point of reference. since
it was fottrid that subjects processed "A is
above B" differently from "B is below A."
The addition of a negative tag seems Rini-
et.larly precarious. since its toss would
result in mismory for the opposite of what was
presented 4a rare phenomenon in memory for
gist (see Anisfeld, in Olson, 1971. as cited
earliere. Perhaps ..t is no accident that only
affirmative sentences have been used in the
imagery studies reviewed here. In another
experiment Clark (1969) reports that 49 per-
cent of his subjects claimed that they used

imagery in soh ig three- elm series problems.
The author shot s. howev..., that a spatial
image theory designed to,. cunt for the solu-
tion of such problems (Hutterilocher. in Clark,
1969) fails to ac. .aunt for t. is data. The image
theorist seems ft :ed with t .e uncomfortable
choice of accoun ...ng for limited phenomena
(affirmative concti-,te Beaten,* memory) or
modifying his construct in %,..t1t.erable ways.
'or a critical appttisal of in. tgery as a theo-
-.stical construct tive Pylyshri ;1973); for

cent data concert .ne the spat, al properties
the image see NeAser and 'ten (1973).
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From Atutractlem Durbag Learning to Recoadrettift at Roma

AU of the charactertzations of memory re-
presentations considered so far (surface struc-
ture, deep structure, semantic features, im-
agery} produce serious logical and empirical
difficulties when they are used to account for
the way in which information is comprehended
and retained from linguistic input. It is evi-
dent that something other than copies of pre-
sented stimuli is stored, and that this effect
is particularly cleer when comprehension,
rather than verbatim memory is involved.2 if
we do not know the form in which information
is stored, is there any evidence concerning
how or when in the memory process this in-
formation is abstracted, or how the process of
retrieval or reconstruction occurs? Gomulicki
(1956) , as reported earlier, tested for immedi-
ate oral recall of prose passages and found
that the length of deletions increased with the
length of the passage. Since the main theme
of a passage was preserved in spite of dele-
tions, the author argued that during learning,
subjects abstracted the central theme and de-
leted information of less importance in order
to keep the most essential material within the
span of recall. In order to know what c,,,uld
be omitted without jeopardizing the main idea,
subjects had to have constructed this central
theme :luring learning, since immediate recall
preserved the gist of the passage.

Bransford and Johnson (1972) and Dooling
and Mullet (1973) provide additional support
for this proposition. They used passages which
were extremely difficult to comprehend unless
a thematic title or other information which
specified the context of the passage was pro-
vided. Wnen this was presented prior to the
passage, recall (and comprehension which
was measured by subject ratings in the Brans-
fora and Johnson (1972] study) was greater
than in a no-title control group. This effect
was found whether recall was measured in
"idea" units as by Bransford and Johnson, or
in free recall of words. as by llor ling and

Mullet. When presented after the passage,
however, the thematic title or context did not
affect recall. This finding indicates that pro-
cesses related to the theme--comprehension,
selective omission, integration of ideas,
abstraction of gist--occur during the presen-
tation of input rather than at the time of test.
These results provide additional support for
the hypothesis that what is stored is not a
duplication of what is presented. The pos-
sibility that once a theme has been constructed
the information contained in it can be manipu-
lated at recall is not ruled out by these data.

Potts (1972) obtained reaction time data
concerning the verification of relationships
between members of four -term series (e.g..
A > B > G > D) which had been incorporated in
Pairs into a paragraph. Responses to remote
pairs, which were not presented but had to be
inferred, were faster and more accurate than
responses to pairs which had actually been
presented. This finding is difficult to explain,
but it does rule out the possibility of infer-
ence at recall, which would have increased
the verification times for remote pairs. Potts
concludes that inference must have taken
place during learning, an interpretation iden-
tical to that of Barclay (1973) . Potts allowed
optional note taking during presentation,
however, and Barclay tested comprehension
of the series between the presentation and
recognition testing of particular pairs -- factors
which may have shifted or altered the process
of inference.

A conclusion similar to that of Potts (1972)
and Barclay (1973) was reached by Posner and

2Note that with mnemonic techniques
(Reese, 1970) and "Plans for Rememberinz"
(Miller. Galanter, and Pribram, 1960), what
appears to be rote memory can involve delib-
erate constructive strategies.
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Mete (1970), who found that memory for cen-
tral tendencies or base configurations of ran-
dom dot patterns, which had not been presented
but were inferred from presented distortions of
we patterns, underwent less loss after one
week than memory for distortions which had
actually been presented. The authors had
Predicted this effect from Bartlett's (1932)
suggestion that forgetting affects central
abstracted information less than peripheral
information. If abstraction took place at the
time of recognition and was based on memory
for the old distortions (originally learned
material) losses in memory for the original
material would be expected to be accompanied
by losses of similar magnitude for memory for
interred central patterns. Such was not the
Case

bomernbsoingt Isirievel or fteetshvgdont

Abstraction of. a theme appears to take
place during learning. The generation of in-
ferences from presented information also
appears to take place at this time, at least
in the situations described above. These
findings provide further support far the propo-
sition that what is retained is not a copy of
what was presented. should these data be
taken to indicate that since construction
occurs during learning, recall in general is
not reconstructive but is simply a process of
retrieval of part of a stored cognitive product?
Three different views of the reconstructive
process at recall will be considered. The
first is the radical position of Noisier (1967),
who maintains that the products of cognitive
acts (e.g., images, sentences, themes) are
not stored but are reconstructed anew at recall
from the results of previous constructive pro-
cesses. lust as perception of external stimuli
does not involve the production of internal
copies . when the contents of memory are per-
ceived. they are not copied and simply retrieved
at recall. Season (1971) Provides an inter-
esting counterargument to this position. As
was mentioned earlier, he found that inter-
polated pictures interfered with the recall of
unrelated concrete sentences--one of several
results which are accounted for by the hypo-
thesis that the sentences were stored as images.
That the pictures were also stored in some
visual form, rather than verbally, is suggested
by the fact that they were presented at a rate
too fast to allow verbal description or naming
of them. Neisser (1967) argues that images
are not stored, but are reconstructed from
information which is by definition nonvisual
and Inaccessible except through the process
of reconstruction. If images were not stored
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from both sentences and oicturea, the obtained
interferences should not nave occurred. It
appears that the products of some cognitive
acts are indeed stored, and that the type of
radical reconstruction process proposed by
Neisser does not occur in the present situa-
tion.

James, Thompson, and Baldwin (1973) pro-
pose that a reconstructive process in individual
sentence memory operates on stored informs-.
tion (deep structure relations plus a semantic
interpretation) to yield sentences at recall
which are similar in syntax to those used in
normal conversation. These authors found
some support for their hypothesis, in that
recall for sentences favored actives over
passives, and involved a tendency to start a
sentence with the most salient noun in the
semantic situation described. Some recon-
structive process of this type must also be
involved in memory for the gist of a Passage.
stem stored information is not identical to
what Can be recalled (i.e. , various para-
phrases of individual sentences or different
linguistic expressions of an abstracted theme
are possible). In light of previous evidence,
abstraction of information from prose takes
Place during presentation, but recall involves
translation or reconstruction of selected inbtr-
.mation into sentences or other linguistic out-
put.

Reconstruction of originally presented
information which was not retained, as well
as construction of new information which was
never presented, seems possible by means of
inference at the time of recall. Rumelhart,
Lindsay, and Norman (1972) argue that the
latter process is demanded by a question such
as, "In the house in which you lived three
houses ago, how many windows were there on
the north aide 199)?* This question
involves the problem of how one can know
something he did not learn, as Tulving (1972)
expressed it. Since such information has
never been directly presented, it must be
figured out by some inferential process applied
to a data beise o f information actually retained
in memory. One must determine which house
is involved, find which wall faced north (per-
haps by its relationship.to the sun or a road
of known orientation) , and so forth. Informa-
tion which was actually presented but not
retained may be reconstructed at recall. For

3Neisser (1967); Miller, Galanter, and
Pribram, (1960); and Rumelhart, Lindsay, and
Norman (1972) make provisions in their
theories for the storage of processes such
as inferential retrieval strategies.



example, both abstracted and presented know-
ledge about the properties of a class include
Qy implication information about toe specific
nternoers of the class, which does not need
to De retained separately for each member
since it b . inferred from the fact that a
member ne.-+igs to a certain class. So far,
para4.44mr: have been used which emphasize
this effect as a n.. Ary phenomenon, although
tka role in learninq h...1 been investigated (see

-cad Ripple, 19;`,)
J: of tne present treatment of construc-

tive has centered aroun, the retention
of the gist 'onhected discourse. IQ :mount
for complex :tried memory phenomena
such as those actlicna." J immediately above,
Rtimelh...rt, Lindsay, anon ''':,rman (1972) propot;
a stru-Aured, reconstructive ,:,..,!nry system
involving labelled and directed ab-t--..,:letions,
concepts. relations, propositions, an.1 wiPtch
strategies. This theory can account in :

ciple for the inferential end integrative
erties of memory (Bransford, Barclay. an..4.
Franks, 1972: Bransford and Franke, 1970, as
well as the use of memory in problem solving.
Kintsch (1972) describes a theory of semantic
memory where propositions are the basic units,
and inference serves to deter,* and regenerate
redundant propositions and derive words from
some more basic type of le.Xical memory item
(see Potts, 1972, however, for evidence that
such deletion rules de not account for pro-
cessing of redundant information). Some enr
pirical support has Deer. found for parts of
both models (see Anderson and Bower, 1971,
regarding the former; Kintsch, 1972, for the
latter).

Memory end Cagnitivo Structure

Roach (1973) proposes anc.ther theory which
is relevant to a fundamental problem in con-
structive menmy--the process of conceptual
abstraction. The topic of interest here is. not
limited to the retention of information pre-
sented at some particular time, but involves
the nature of the organization and synthesis
of previous information in memory which per-
mits individuals to deal with novel and widely
varied examples or objects as similar in some
important respects. Rosch proposes that classes
are acquired naturally on the basis of some
constructed central prototype--a kind of "best
example" of the class. In this view, class
membership is not an all-or-none matter
determined strictly by rules about attributes of
examples (a view closer to that of Rumelhart,
Lindsay, and Norman, 1972), but a system
involving a gradient of category memberhip.
Relevant experimental procedures include

as jects how "good" (pertain objects
are as ex of a particular class. and
relating those re to the interchangeability
of the examples in as nee frames--a measure
of similarity of meanin . For example, robins,
sparrows, penguins l' and.teFkeys are all
instances of the class of birdit;'but.a.Peogoili
may be technically a bird while a robin is a
prime example of "birdness." Instances with
similar ratings of "goodness of fit" to a class
are efeated as similar in that one can be substi-
tuted for another in a sentence without produc-
ing a semantically peculiar sentence. Similar-
ly, reaction times in sentence verification are
shorter for Statements about central examples
of a class than for examples which are rated
as less prototypical. Work with visual mater-
ills (Posner and Keele, 1970; Franks and
L,tansford, 1971) provides support for the pro-
totype model (see Reitman and Bower, 1973.
for a discussion of prototype and feature-
frequency medals) . It may be that superor-
dinate classes .ii furniture) cannot be

oracterized by a generic visual prototype,
sub-classes (e.g., chair) can. The

general .,,tnt to be made Were is that the
structure J-Nmory--whather viewed as
Bartlett's (1,'.4;t1 "active organized setting,"
Ausubeles (19*'; "cognitive structure," or
the conceptual-semant:: network of Rk; 4-0 Abaft,
Lindsay, and Norman (1972)--is itself a con-
struction which affects the ca:tylorization,
encoding, and reconstruction of inf.1-oration.

Ago Differenass In Constructive Processes

Developmental data should be particularly
germane to the constructive viewPoint, where
previous experience is expected to affect
memory processing of new material. Barclay
and Reid (1973) use a pazedigm similar to
Barclay's (1973) dr.sign to investigate the
role of transitive inference in recall by elemen-
tary school children (grades two three, five,
and six). Subjects were presented with sen-
tences which expressed greater-than or less-
than relationships between members of a pair,
and asked to solve problems which required
transitive inference, after which they attempted
to recall the sentences. The results (which
included an analysis restricted to recall of
sentences after correct solution of the problem)'
suggested that the memory representations of
younger children are often fragmentary and
self-contradictory, while those of older sub-
jects included both expressed and inferred
information and were more internally coasts..
tent. Paris and Carter (1973) found that both
second and fifth grade children often mistakenly
recognised as "old" sentences which had not
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been prc.!sented at acquisition out which
expressyd Information which could be inferred
from the original rentences. For example, the
sentence "The bird is under the table" was
likely to be "recognized" when the actual
sentences presented were "The bird is inside
the cage'' and "The cage is under the table."
False premise and inference statements, on
the other hand, were very likely to be rejected,
which indicated that the frequent errors in the
direction of true inferences were not simply
the result of generally poor performance on the
recognition test. In this study, second and
fifth graders performed similarly, while the
Barclay and Reid ;1973) results suggest age
differences in memory. It may be that transitive
inferences are more difficult to make than the
spatial inferences which subjects spontaneously
generated in the Paris and Carter (1973) study,
but the 4reater difficulty of transitive infer-
ences could not be responsible for the age
differences in any direct way, since Barclay
and Reil's (1973) conc:usions are based on
sentence recall data which accompanied only
previous correct Solution of inference problems.
Differences in the type of test eaed (e.g.,
'ecall vs. recognitioel may hal,1 produced
inferences in task difl;cuity which could have
zused the difference in results between the

ti e) studies. Paris (1973). using a 3ransford
it d Franks (1971) type of integration (rather

inference) paradigm with sentences and
ileeningful pictures, found that second and
. th grade children demonstrated the con-
7n..:tive memory effect with both types of

rials. Perhaps there is some younger age
e -itch children's memory in certain domains
wee copy -like than constructive, but role-

,: late are lacking.
iaget (1968) proposes that the development

at constructive ("operative," in Piaget's
to 1) type of memory parallels the develop-

..t f operative schemes (e.g., ..reopera-
Al concrete operational, fr-m41). According

L ben's (1973) interpretatie.,i of Piaget, "The
. we component store^ Knowledge which

:x gin acquired tivouiii the transforming or
kteeing ace /Wee .4 the organism's oper-

e s.lhemes . . operative memories are
t it. and fru' ,act to revision with changing
tie.? se ernes"-a view similar to Bartlett's

K jeeorai poAtion. Piaget (1968) pre .ides
tnat reproduction memory for a seri-

at -ref of sticks and the horizontal level of
r. a tilted bottle lexpreees c er a six-

mo (gentian interval d '4 `" Lis' cognitive
de . 'rnent which provideo higher level
sct for decoding the r .al memory.

.1 led to replica*. Pia Bet's findin g, using
. As, the v ater level problem, end

an 1..ledei m' diodological improvements.

Even though Ss improved in operational level
of the concept of horizontality (e.g., water
level remains horizontal regardless of angle
of jar), memory for the original tilted-jar
stimuli did not change as predicted. Simi-
larly Finkel and Crowley (1973) failed to
replicate Piaget's finding with respect to
memory for seriated sticks. It seems that if
the original memory encoding is done when Ss
is at a relatively low level of cognitive devel-
opment, a later increase in decoding ability
does not seem to allow to overcome the
effects of the original "impoverished" level
of encoding of input.

Folleffine

Theories and evidence have been pre-
sented concerning the constructive e:.nre of
memory, but tne process of forgetting. has
not been separately treated. Selective en-
coding and .;!scar ling of information during
presentation tees been described as part of
the constructo posmion, and selective
recall congruent with the individual's atti-
tude at that time is a i.eatninent part of
Bartlett's (1932) tneory, but the question
remains as tt what happens to the "stored"
representar over time. Noisser (19671
considers diet such factors as "simply for
getting," tetroacUve and proactive othibition,
and consolidation are probably nr,t directly
relevant to the problems of oreunization and
use of memory (but see Cww.ngham, 1972, fr.-
evidence that retroactive interference can
occur with prose). Auste.el (1963) Pir
that forgetting is a con'.nuation of .le learning
process. Over the re -ention interval, specific
information becomes incorporates into repre-
sentations of more general knowledge, *here
it finally may become inaccessible. Infor-
mation that is not meaningful ii.e cannot
be related to what the leaier knows) remains
as an i ,olated trace wni4h is subject to what-
ever actors influence the forgetting of rote
materials. Rumelheit, Lindsay, and Norman
f,1972) indicate that no iirovision for erasure
from long-term memory is made in their theory,
and they note that a sophisticated retrieval
process meat be postulated to deal with incor-
rect or obsolete information which remains in
memory. Other authors reviewed here havc
bee.' rather reticent on the subject of for
getting. Season's (1971) finding, that the
representations of concrete sentences and
images interfere with one another in memory,
indicates that the phenomenon of interference
among stored cognitive products should be
dealt with in theories of constructive memory
if forgetting is not to be ignored.
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IV
Soomoory, lospications for lEdomoo, and Foam Remand,

An overew f the patchwork of evidence
presented here indicates that when meaningful
material is used,. c .narrucave processes must
be proposed in order to Account for memory
phenomena such as tete retention of gist and
spontaneous inference beyond presented in-
formation. Reconstruction at the time of re-
call involves the translation of stored informa-
tion into a wide variety of possible sentences
or othe linguistic products. Recall can also
depend .)n inferential reconstructive processes
which rake place at that time. The radical
view that cognitive products cannot be stored
but must be reconstructed anew at recall
(Neisser, 1967, as influenced by Bartlett.
1932) is not supported by the limited relevant
evidence. The fool of the memory represen-
tation which permits the retention of meaning
independent of specific wording remains tan-
clear, although some construct which tran-
scends sentence boundaries is necessary (see
Fillenbaum, 1970, for problems in determining
the form of storage in a constructive-recon-
structive memory system). Whether prototype,
feature, or both types of models of conceptual
memory structure will prove adequate in dealing
with the naturally occurring process of abstrac-
tion of classes from specific instances remains
to be seen.

lidvadianal implications

When memory is taken to include cr.tstruc-
tive, interpretative, and reoonstructiv : pro-
cesses, it becomes more difficult tr determine
what a student will recall from a I, cture or
text than when it is assumed thrt.. what is re-
tained resembles a copy of wn.. was origin-
ally presented. If we slower' the constroc-
tivist position, what can 1. a done to promote
accurate recall and cony ehension of meaning-
ful material? Memor tor prose appears to
involve the abstract-on of a theme and the

selective omission of information of relatively
less importance to that theme (Bransford and
Johnson, 1972; Gomulickl, 1956). In this pro-
cess the interpretation and comprehension early
in the passage would seem to be crucial in
determining how later information is invitrpreted
and whether it is omitted or retained. hurt
this perspective, introductorf devices which
may enhance comprehension of early portions
of a passage and thus guide later interpreta-
tion and abstraction (e.g., Awiubel's 49683
"advanced organizers* and Davidson's 119733
concretizing analogies) merit serious consider-
ation. The importance of early comprehension
is underscored by Howe's (1970) finding that
learners were highly persistent in repeating
early errors in prose recall in spite of repeated
presentation of the passage.

Paraphrase may be an effective means of
improving comprehension and hence theme for-
mation and re .all. The greater effectiveness
of providing paraphrases as opposed to repeti-
tions of r:overbs in a recall task (Honeck,
1973) tray have been due to "deeper" or more
than:04h comprehension of the proverbs caused
by ogle paraphrased versions. The learner's
at n activities can als4 be directed to increase
Jomprehension. Barclay (1973) found that in-
structions to comprehend the passage caused
.s to make a ;treater number of valid inferences
from a passage about spatial relations than did
instructions to memorize it. Instructions to
paraphrase might facilitate recall for the mean-
ing of a passage in a similar fashion. The
constructivist's distinction between verbatim
and substance memory is paralleled by the
educator's stress on understanding rather than
rote learning. In both cases it is emphasized
that memory for the meaning of a presentation
does not depend on memory for its specific
wording. The construction of tests using
paraphrase or inference items which measure
comprehension, as contrasted with retention
of wording, Is of crucial concern to both the
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teacher dna the memory researcher (see
Anderson. 1972. regarding the construction
of achievement tests which measure comPee-
nension).

Suggsdions fee Mw. Res arch

Although constructive memory effects have
been demonstrated convincingly in various
experimental paradigms, the lack of systematic
manipulation of conventional task variables
retards the formation of the empirical base
necessary for more explicit characterisation
of the memory process. For example, prose
passages used in memory studies have varied
greatly with respect to length, familiarity,
and difficulty. The effects of factors such as
the number of presentations of a passage, the
length of the retention interval. the mode of
test (recognition recall or oral/written), and
the type of scoring system used (either verba-
tim or some kind of substance measure) have
not been adequately charted. Mapping out
such effects is important in that familiar vari-
ables may have unexpected and revealing
effects with meaningful materials. For example.
repeated presentation and testing are only
margindlly effective in eliminating original
errors of addition and omission in prose recall,
which suggests that initial interpretative and
coding processes have effects which persist
in spite of corrective feedback (Howe, 1970).
Similarly, repetition was found to be less
effective than paraphrase in improving both
verbatim and substance recall of proverbs
(Honeck. 1973). This latter finding raises
the possibility that some more general repre-
sentation exists which has points in common
with both the proverb and its paraphrase.

Perhaps Howe's (1970) findings are partly
aue to the fact that the written recall test may
have encouraged subjects to pay particular
attention to their own responses, so that
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these were studied more than the oral presen-
tation of the passage. Honeck's (1973) results
may be more applicable to unrelated proverbs
then to prose. That the highly conventional
variable of practice yields unconventional
effects with meaningful materials has impli-
cations for the memory processes involved,
but related studies with alternate testing
methods and materials of various degrees of
difficulty are clearly needed to establish the
generality of these findings.

The rather ordinary variable of passage
length may have effects which yield informa-
tion about the nature of the memory representa-
tion. In prose recall, as the length of a pas-
sage increases. deletions increase in length
from words to phrases. CO sentences. and
finally to whole s-ctions of material not cru-
cial to the centre. theme (Gbmulicki. 1950.
This effect suggests that as the length of the
passage tumefies, the memory representation
becomes more distant from the original and be-
comes MOM of an abstracted synopsis than a
verbatim transcription. U this is so. the type
of interference which occurs between two pas-
sages should be related to their length. Intru-
sions in short passages would be expected to
be on the single word or phrase level, while
interference MOM longer passages should be
on a more global, abstract, and conceptual
level.

Other unanswered questions remain. The
description of the sort of abstract memory rep-
resentation or process which allows translation
between pictures and words (Pylyshyn. 1973)
and between prose and paraphrase remains a
formidable theoretical and empirical task.
Whether or not contradictory information is
integrated in memory in the same way that
compatible sentences are (Bransford and
Franks, 1971) is unknown (Burrows. 1971).
Developmental changes in constructive pro-
cesses such as the abstraction of a theme from
prose have yet to be explored.
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